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Challenge 1 2014   Effective Shutter Speed 

 Photo # Score Comments                                                     

  

1 
 22 -Very well done 

-Nice orange highlights 
-Perfect timing for drop crowning 
-Cloning appears evident 90 degrees to circles 

 

2 17 - The timing is off in this photo.  Looks like person is walking on the 
horizon. 
-Photo appears  over sharpened causing halos. 
-Color balance is off 
- Pushed too far in post processing causing banding in the sky 

 

3 24 -Beautiful silky water with good color contrast. 
-Can see great details in the rocks. 
-Suggest cloning out rock in lower left and bright yellow at top center 
 

 

4 18 -Good use of slow shutter speed in panning. 
-Would be better with a more varied background. 
-Suggest cloning out dark spot in lower left. 
- May look better as a 16x9 panorama crop. 
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5 16 -Good choice of shutter speed to blur the falls 
-The photo could do with increased saturation and contrast 
-A different angle may have been able to eliminate the cluttered sticks in 
the foreground 

 

6 19 - Nice catch lights 
- Very sharp but appears to have a slight green cast 
-Great choice of shutter speed to blur the wing and freeze the humming 
bird. 

 

7 22 -Good color pallet and curves 
-One judge felt the upper left was a little weak compared to the rest 
 
 

 

8 19 -Great shutter speed to freeze the gull in flight 
-Good color balance of blue, yellow and orange 
-The bright area in front of the gull is a little distracting and could be 
cloned to sky. 
-Needs more space in front of the gull and the photo could be sharper. 

 

9 16 -Very interesting concept and attempt at abstract art 
-Good technique but photo lacks interest 
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10 22 -Like the contrast of the sharp fixed elements with the blurred gulls  
-Good composition and lighting 
-May be improved by darkening the top of the sky 

 

11 18 -This is a good photo except for the contrasting dark and white area in the 
lower left which could be cloned out 
-Good shutter speed for light trails 
-Needs something else to tell a story 

 

12 18 -The lighting is fantastic and the shutter speed is bang on 
-Could be improved by a tighter crop.  Crop up from the base, down from 
the top and in from the right. 

 

13 23 -Perfect shutter speed to catch the rain as streaks. 
-This is a great photo but would be better without the green flair in the 
lower right.  

 

14 20 - Great use of panning and good choice of shutter speed 
-The leading lines drag your eyes with the cars 
-Would have been better with a small space between the cars, but this 
was hardly under your control. 

 


